BUYING GUIDE

SÖDERHAMN
Seating series
MODELS

Armrest
Footstool
One-seat section
Corner section
Chaise-longue
Three-seat section

Removable cover

Choice of cover

Washable cover

Washable cover

Dry clean

Sofa for everyone
It would be pretty strange if everyone wanted the same sofa,
wouldn’t it? That’s exactly why SÖDERHAMN sofa series is based
on durable and comfortable modules that you can combine any
way you like. Are you looking for a big sofa or a small one? Do
you want a cosy corner to curl up in? Or maybe it’s a sofa-bed
you need? With SÖDERHAMN you’re free to create the
combination that suits you – the possibilities are endless.
Comfortable in a new way
With SÖDERHAMN we wanted to use materials efficiently and
make a really comfortable sofa that also has a light, airy design.
That’s why we did things a little differently than usual and put
elastic webbing in the bottom of the sofa. It works together with
the seat cushions to give a soft springy feeling. To this we added
a generous seat depth and loose back cushions, so you can
always arrange your sofa so it’s perfectly comfortable for you.
Sustainable all the way
There are several thick, hard-wearing and washable covers you
can choose from for your SÖDERHAMN sofa – all with different
styles and feelings. The sofa is also packed in an efficient way
that makes it easy to transport and carry into your home. And if
you should want to discard it sometime in the future, all the
materials can be separated so they’re easy to recycle. In other
words – it’s a sofa that is smart, resource efficient and
sustainable in every possible way.

COMBINATIONS

Adapted to suit you. You can use a one-seat section
just as it is, or combine it with additional one-seat
sections and other parts from the series – in any way
that suits you.
Overall size: 279×99×83 cm
SAMSTA dark grey cover combination.

Alone or together. Add armrests and the one-seat
section becomes a comfortable armchair. If you want
more seating, you can combine it with other parts from
the series.
Overall size: 105×99×83 cm
SAMSTA dark grey cover combination.

Really stretch out. With a three-seat section and a
chaise longue you get a sofa that has plenty of room –
and is comfortable to really stretch out in. You can
place the chaise longue on either side you like. And
you can always change or add on with more parts from
the series.
Overall size: 291×99/151×83 cm
SAMSTA dark grey cover combination.

Curl up in a corner. Corner sofas have a lot of room and
are an efficient way of using space. If you want different
lengths on the sides, you can combine, for example, a
corner section, a three-seat section, a one-seat section and
armrests.
Overall size: 291×99/198×83 cm
SAMSTA dark grey cover combination.

Plenty of room. If you need comfortable seating for
many people you can combine a comer section with two
three seat sections.
Overall size: 291×291/99×83 cm
SAMSTA dark grey cover combination.
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ALL PARTS

Width×Depth×Height in cm

Footstool

Armrest

One-seat
section*

Corner
section*

Chaiselongue*

Three-seat
section**

93x93x40

82x53x6

93x99x83

99x99x83

93x151x83

186x99x83

Complete with cover
SAMSTA dark grey
SAMSTA dark yellow
ISEFALL turquoise

ISEFALL natural
REPLÖSA beige
Extra cover

SAMSTA dark grey

SAMSTA dark yellowı
ISEFALL turquoise
ISEFALL natural
REPLÖSA beige

Our fabrics have been tested
At IKEA we test the fabric covers on our sofas and
armchairs so you can be sure they’re durable. The fabric’s
ability to resist abrasion is tested by using a machine to
rub it against another fabric while applying firm pressure.
A fabric that can take 15,000 cycles is suitable for
furniture that must withstand everyday life at home –
and if it can take more than 30,000 cycles, it is very
resistant to abrasion. All fabrics are sensitive to sunlight,
which is why we also check that our fabrics resist fading
effectively.

Durable in different ways
Tough tests are an important way to check the
durability of our fabric covers, but they don’t tell the
whole story. Durability also depends on materials,
construction and manner of use. Heavy, tightly woven
fabrics with a flat surface are most resistant to
abrasion. Fabrics with a mixture of natural and synthetic
fibres can withstand abrasion better than fabrics with
only natural fibers. Yarn-dyed fabrics are more durable
than fabrics with printed patterns. And a dirty cover
wears out faster than a clean one. The fabric is also
affected by how you use your sofa of course.

Resistance
to abrasion

Light
fastness

Washing instructions

(cycles)

(0-6)

ISEFALL: Heavy and highly durable fabric with a slight shine and soft feel.

Dry clean

35.000
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SAMSTA: Hardwearing micro fibre fabric with a sanded look and a soft feel.

Machine washable at 30°C.

40.000
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REPLÖSA: Heavy, hard-wearing cotton/polyester twill. Twill is a weaving technique that
makes the fabric strong and gives it a lively texture.

Dry clean

20.000
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* 1 lumbar cushion is included.
** 2 lumbar cushions are included.

Visit www.IKEA.com.tr/en for current prices.

Supply problems may arise due to limited stocks. IKEA reserves the right to revise the price. IKEA shall not be held liable whatsoever for print errors that are not within
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